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Come to Gather
Kreativity Kit
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jo@designwithjo.ca

W

elcome autumn with fresh seasonal colours, dies and stamps. Three full size cards with a
tag topper treat box with template are are wonderful way to gather together with friends

and family during this special season.

Supplies needed:
Come To Gather Suite Bundle (En) [153484]

Pretty Peacock 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock

Timeless Label Punch [149516]

Come To Gather Designer Series Paper

[150880]

Clear Wink Of Stella Glitter Brush [141897]

[150454]

Cajun Craze 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock

Iridescent Sequin Assortment [144212]

Early Espresso Classic Stampin' Pad

[119684]

[147114]

Whisper White 8-1/2" X 11" Thick Cardstock

Pear Pizzazz Classic Stampin' Pad [147104]

[140272]

Mint Macaron Classic Stampin' Pad

Crumb Cake 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock

[147106]

[120953]

Early Espresso 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock

Gold Foil Sheets [132622]

[119686]

Subtle Dynamic Textured Impressions

Pear Pizzazz 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock

Embossing Folder [143706]

[131201]

Classic Label Punch [141491]

Mint Macaron 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock

Delightful Tag Topper Punch [149518]

Come To Gather Ribbon Combo Pack
[150456]
Stampin' Dimensionals [104430]
Multipurpose Liquid Glue [110755]
Mini Stampin' Dimensionals [144108]

[138337]

Project Recipe:
1. Peek Through Leaf Card
*Espresso - 4 1/4" x 11", scored at 5 1/2"
*woodgrain DSP - 4" x 5 1/4"
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2. Lay one side of the Espresso card into Subtle 3D embossing folder and run through die cut machine.
Place large leaf on bottom right hand side and cut out with die cut machine.
Using scraps of Mint Macaron, Pretty Peacock and Gold Foil sheets, cut out one large (Mint), and two smaller
embossed leaves).

3. Stamp greeting in Early Espresso on Thick Whisper White scrap and punch out with Classic Label punch.
Wrap Cajun Craze linen thread around two ﬁngers and secure on a glue dot. Place to left of leaf cut out on front of
card so the circular thread is facing up and out to the left.

4. Place another glue dot directly on top of ﬁrst glue dot. Add liquid glue to card beside thread and adhere leaves so
they overlap. First the large Mint Macaron, then more glue with the gold foil and more glue with the Pretty Peacock.

5. Add liquid glue to back of greeting and stick to leaves. TIP: Make sure to not extend the glue past about the "y"
since there is only empty space and you will see it when the card is opened.

6. Glue DSP to inside of card and adhere cut out Espresso leaf to top left.
OPTIONAL: Add a second greeting inside making sure it will not show through the cut out leaf.

7. Double DSP Glimmer Pumpkins Card
* Thick Whisper White - 8 1/2" x 5 1/2", scored at 4 1/4", scrap (for pumpkins)
* DSP - 1-4 1/8" x 5 3/8", 1-3 5/8" x 2 5/8"
* Mint Macaron - 1-2 3/4" x 3 3/4", 1-2 1/2" x 3"
* Whisper White - 2 7/8" x 2 3/8"
* Crumb Cake ribbon - about 6"

8. Stamp greeting on top middle and grain sheaf on bottom right with grain facing left onto piece of Whisper White.
Mat onto smaller piece of Mint Macaron.
Adhere pumpkin DSP onto larger Mint Macaron.
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9. Glue matted pumpkins to left hand side of large piece of DSP.
Wrap ribbon around large piece of DSP and secure in the back. Glue to front of folded Thick Whisper White card.
Glue Greeting on top of and a little to the right of the pumpkins DSP, overlapping it and the ribbon. TIP: I used liquid
glue so it would stick better to the ribbon. I chose not to use dimensionals since I didn't want two layers with the
pumpkins cut out as well.

10. Stamp large and two smaller pumpkins onto scrap of Thick Whisper White cardstock. Run Wink of Stella
completely over top of each, basically colouring it in.
Crop pumpkins with die cut machine.

11. Add dimensionals to back of large pumpkin and place on front of greeting so it extends to the right of the
matting.
Add a dimensional to the left of large pumpkin and a dot of glue on top of large pumpkin and place smaller pumpkins
on top so they overlap and you can see the grain sheaf peeking out to the left.

12. OPTIONAL: Stamp grain sheaf and smaller greeting in Pear Pizzazz inside card.

13. Autumn Wreath of Leaves Card
* Mint Macaron - 5 1/2" x 8 1/2", scored at 4 1/4", piece about 3 1/2" square, scraps
* Early Espresso - 4" x 5 1/4", scraps
* Crumb cake - 3 3/4" x 5"
* Cajun Craze - scraps
* Pretty Peacock - scraps
* Crumb Cake ribbon - about 10"

14. Crop wreath frame by nesting the 2 15/16" circle inside the 2 7/16" circle die and running through die cutting
machine. TIP: Make sure to centre the die; add a little bit of washi tape to hold in place.
Crop out leaves as follows:
* 2 smaller Pretty Peacock
* 1 large and 1 small each of Early Espresso, Mint Macaron and Cajun Craze
Make bow from ribbon.
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15. Starting at the top of the wreath lay your leaves on in a pleasing fashion. TIP: I found it easiest to lay the second
and all the rest of the leaves underneath the last one placed.
Add a dab of liquid glue to the wreath and adhere the leaf on top, sliding it into place. TIP: you don't want to see any
of the Mint Macaron wreath behind the leaf part.
You should have enough leaves to continue around to the right and the bottom of the wreath and about 1/3 of the
way up the left side. OPTIONAL: Add leaves all the way around to create the full circle.

16. Place mini dimensionals on back of Mint Macaron wreath.
Stamp greeting in Early Espresso ink on bottom right of piece of Crumb Cake. Run through Subtle 3D embossing
folder and your die cutting machine.
Glue to piece of Early Espresso then to folded Mint Macaron card.
Adhere wreath in centre. NOTE: the circular wreath itself is not centred but the leaves will appear centred.

17. Attach bow to a glue dot while still on the roll. Pick it up and adhere to left side of wreath.
Dab liquid glue randomly on card and afﬁx sequins. TIP: Use a Take Your Pick tool to lift the sequins with the putty
end and place over top of your dot of glue.

18. Caramel Kisses Delightful Tag Topper Box
* Cajun Craze - 5" x 8 1/2"
* DSP - 6 - 7/8" x 1 7/8"
* Pear Pizzazz - 2" x 3"
* Whisper White - scrap about 2" x 3"
* Crumb Cake ribbon - about 8"
* Cajun Craze Linen Thread - about 6"

19. Stamp small pumpkin on Whisper White thick cardstock. Colour with Cajun Craze Blends combo. Crop with die
in die cutting machine.
Stamp dots with Pear Pizzazz ink onto Pear Pizzazz cardstock. Stamp greeting in Early Espresso over top.
Punch out greeting with Timeless Label punch. Punch 1/16" hole in left end. Loop linen thread through and pull
secure. TIP: fold thread in half and insert folded end through hole. Separate loop once inserted and thread other end
of thread through it and pull tight. Make a knot in end.
Glue pumpkins to right hand side so the extend beyond the edge of the tag.
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20. Make Box:
Score piece of Cajun Craze according to template. Cut along solid lines and cut off shaded areas.
Fold and burnish along score lines with your bone folder.
You will punch the tag topper on only two of the 2" pieces. The one on the end that has NO tab and then to the left
of that with a plain one in between.
To punch, I found it easiest to fold over the top of the box as shown in the photo. Then fold the side of the box
UNDER so the 2" ﬂap is free to insert into the punch.

21. Continue to hold down the folded top AND the folded in side and insert the 2" piece extending at the top into the
tag topper punch. See photo.

22. TIP: Make sure to extend the 2" piece far enough into the punch so the top will be curved and you will have the
hold also cut out.
Punch out. Remove paper. Leave the next 2" piece alone and and repeat for NEXT 2" piece.

23. Lay box ﬂat with the scalloped tag topper pointing at the top. This is the BACK of the box.
Add Tear and Tape as shown in the photo.

24. Turn piece over.
Add a small bit of Tear & Tape to the little tab.
Remove Tear & Tape backing and fold tab TOWARD the BACK of the box. Fold straight left edge of box over on top
of Tear & Tape to secure.

25. While the box is still ﬂat, add the DSP rectangles with SNAIL or glue to the front panels of the box. You will have
4 going across the 1" scored section and then two above those where the tag topper is punched out.

26. Fold in the bottom of the box, starting with the piece that has no Tear & Tape. Pull off the backings and fold the
bottom pieces in overlapping each one and lining up with the box edges.
This creates a really secure box bottom so it will hold these kisses or another heavier treat without any problem.
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27. Fold up top of box. Fold two non-punched pieces in. TIP: I took my 1/2" circle punch and cut the top of one side
and this is the side closest to the inside of the box when it is closed. It makes it easier to open up.

28. Pull up the two scalloped topper side to meet in the middle. They should line up pretty close to even.
Thread Linen Thread through Crumb Cake ribbon and insert ribbon through holes in top of box and knot once.
OPTIONAL: wrap ends of Linen thread around a paint brush and hold in place with your ﬁngers for a few seconds.
The heat from your hand will transfer to the thread and when you release it from the brush you should have a couple
curly ends.
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